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The many joys of parenthood
From the moment you first lock eyes with your baby, parenthood is filled with fireworks of joy.
Some are momentous occasions – first smiles, first birthdays, first “mamas” and “dadas.” Some are
spontaneous events – blowing raspberries, catching giggles, splashing in puddles or snuggling close.
Parenting is a marvel and a miracle, and it is one of life’s greatest joys.
Yet many parents and caregivers worry about how to balance parenting with every aspect of their
life. Managing finances, keeping up the household and focusing on their children’s wellbeing can
create feelings of stress and anxiety. When there is always more to be done, it’s hard to remember to
stop and savor everyday moments of joy.

Less worry, more joy
In our Global Consumer Attitude and Usage Research study, Kids2 identified the “Worrier Parent” as
a key parenting segment. As the name would suggest, this segment tends to worry about everything
on their plate and how to balance it all while connecting with their child. Concerns about safety and
making ends meet influence their purchasing decisions. When choosing items for their children, it’s
no surprise that safety and affordability are key drivers. Yet once these basic needs are met,
the Worrier Parent seeks items that bring joy to their children.

“I think that as a first-time parent I am doing the best I can.
I would try not to worry as much as I do because I have
been told I worry too much.”
– Worrier Parent

Seeking joy in the juggle
The Worrier stresses about all the things she has to juggle and is looking for opportunities to
experience more joy in the moments she spends with her children and family. 

Worrier Parents indicated their top wants & interests:
Have more patience
Spend quality time with their family
Improve finances
Have less stress & anxiety
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The pursuit of joy
In a culture that glorifies the pursuit of happiness, it’s easy to lose sight of the small moments of
joy that occur each day. While happiness is often attributed to big milestones or successes, like a
wedding or a job promotion, joy is internal. Joy is not dependent on external factors, but rather
the acceptance and celebration of life as it is in the present moment. This opens up incredible
opportunities to find and delight in little moments of joy every day.

“Joy is what makes life worth living.”
– Ingrid Fetell Lee
If happiness is a destination to chase, joy is an attitude that makes the entire journey worthwhile.
We have the opportunity to shift the parenting paradigm from the relentless pursuit of happiness
to finding joy where it already exists: Within the moments spent together. A shared laugh, a
rainbow of color, twinkling lights and silly sounds can inspire more joy. In this attainable
moment-by-moment pursuit, we can help the Worrier Parent truly revel in those early
childhood years.

Joy is essential to childhood development
Joy comes from a place of science with a proven impact on a person’s physiological and biochemical
state.1 Some hospitals and ambulances use colorful art to help keep patients calm,2 and many
children’s hospitals incorporate bright colors and playful patterns into their patients’ rooms. Joy is
not a superfluous word or a fleeting feeling. It is not a luxury reserved for the wealthy or a whim of
the frivolous. Joy is attainable for everyone, and its positive effects abound. Creating joyful moments
together helps develop a happy successful child, and parents reap significant physiological
benefits themselves.

“When someone experiences joyfulness, physiological and biochemical
alterations occur that encourage a sense of wellbeing, completely
altering the negative views of life.”
– Dr. Cheryl A. MacDonald, Health Psychology

1 ‘Is
2

there a Relationship between Happiness and Joy?’ Dr. Cheryl A. MacDonald, Health Psychology

https://www.digitalartsonline.co.uk/news/illustration/tados-playful-characters-brightenambulances-for-children/
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The Bright Starts Way
Bright Starts is guided by “The Bright Starts Way,” a philosophy grounded in the best
science has to offer to deliver on the promise of joy. With joy at the center, The Bright
Starts Way is underpinned by four core areas of science and built from the latest childhood
development research:

Mindfulness

UserCentered
Design

Joy

Brain
Development

Emotional
Development
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Mindfulness
Young children thrive when their parents and caregivers tune into and respond to their cues and
communications. During the first year of life, the most effective way to share mindfulness with a child
is to embody it yourself. Children are hungry for our attention and affection and can sense when
parents or caregivers are distracted. Bright Starts takes mindfulness into consideration by designing
products that help parents connect with their child, bringing awareness and focus to their
play experiences. Mindfulness in turn can help ease parent anxiety.

Brain Development
The brain is the part of the body that allows us to feel joy, and we know that critical brain
development occurs within the first 3 years of life. It’s important to note that the infant brain
develops within an interpersonal context,3 and children’s relationships with their caregivers can
affect the way their brains become “wired.” These early neurological systems and structures will
pave the way for future emotional, behavioral, social and physiological functioning. The experiences
children encounter during those first 3 years are essential, especially moments shared with
caregivers and adults. Bright Starts is intentional in creating joyful products that are conducive to
learning and allow for important connection to take place.

User-Centered Design
The human experience, that of both parent and child, is central to the Bright Starts design process.
Ergonomics and shape selection are rooted in the emotional experience with our products. Curves
and soft edges, for example, are a key attribute of joyful play. We rely on user-centered design to
create safe, developmentally appropriate toys and baby gear that spark joy. It is a well-known and
science-backed phenomenon that colors can influence a person’s emotions – and we thoughtfully
wield our palettes with this knowledge. Colors have the power to cue joy, so every hue is
chosen with care.

3 Attachment

and early brain development – neuroprotective interventions in infant–caregiver
therapy by Louise Newman,Carmel Sivaratnam &Angela Komiti, Journal ofTranslational
Developmental Psychiatry, 2015 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3402/tdp.v3.28647
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Emotional Development
Emotional development occurs when babies interact with others, discover self-expression and learn
how to understand and control their earliest emotions. How they learn to communicate dictates how
young people develop important social skills, like taking turns, listening and expressing our emotions.
One of the most important activities that fuels this development is the back-and-forth interactions
children have with caring adults. Babies start to develop relationships with the people around them
right from birth, setting the stage for lifelong social-emotional skills. Science shows us that emotional
intelligence predicts better success in school, relationships, health and quality of life.
A growing base of evidence now shows the importance of laughter in helping us manage our
emotions as well. Shared giggles between caregiver and child helps the brain calm down and
provides a respite from stress. Bright Starts creates more opportunities for co-play, laughter and
positive interactions between children and their family members.

The Design Principles of Joy
How do we apply The Bright Starts Way to what we do? We developed 5 core design principles to
bring intention and insights to every item.

Evokes laughter
that is contagious,
making parent and
baby smile

Creates fun
surprises to delight
and captivate in an
engaging way that
holds attention

Uplifts parents
and children with
feelings that elevate
their mood
and energy

Combines the
unexpected to
create something
amazing when
they merge

Sparks a
connection in an
emotional way
between baby and
family
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With Bright Starts, 1 + 1 = 3
Where joy is concerned, “too much of a good thing” doesn’t exist. We embrace the abundant nature
of joy through our various brand partnerships. From the magic of Disney Baby to the adventure
of Ford to the furry monsters of Sesame Street, Bright Starts brings out the joy in every licensed
partner in our portfolio. We also understand that the Worrier Parent prefers to minimize risk when
making purchases, gravitating towards classic play patterns and friendly faces she knows her
children will love. Through our collaborative brand experiences, we invite beloved characters and
household names to join our immersive worlds of joy. These “unexpected combinations” of Bright
Starts + Partner add an extra heaping of joy and fit naturally within our core design principles. It is
through this co-creation that we deliver more shared value to our retail partners and more moments
of joy for our families.

The journey and the joy
All families can carve out more opportunities for joy as they traverse life together. While joy can
arrive unexpectedly, it is also yours to create. Bright Starts is the trusted friend that can help families
find more moments of connection and togetherness every day. These sprinkles of joy have the power
to turn crazy days into kitchen dance parties and transform ordinary moments into opportunities for
belly laughs and bonding. With products built from four core areas of science, Bright Starts creates
More joy in every moment.™
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Rochelle Wainer, Ph.D.
Rochelle Wainer is currently the Vice President of Global Insights & Analytics for Kids2. She leads a
team that represents the voice of the consumer and shopper and delivers marketplace trends for all
cross functional teams.
Rochelle is a strategy and insights leader with more than 25 years
of experience spanning industries, retail channels and brands. She
has first class research knowledge and expertise in qualitative and
quantitative methods as well as moderating. Rochelle is skilled
at using research to answer complex problems and storytelling
with strategic insights. She has a history of developing actionable
consumer and shopper insights that lead to successful programs,
new products and opportunities.
Rochelle has worked in insights leadership roles for Mattel, PepsiCo and TracyLocke and started her
own consulting business, Real World Insights, Inc. Rochelle’s role at Kids2 allows her to incorporate
her love of toys and consumer products with her expertise in child development.
Rochelle began her career as a trained child and developmental psychologist, earning a Bachelor of
Arts from University at Albany and both a Master’s and Ph.D. from The University of Connecticut.
She is an experienced presenter and recognized for her expertise in families (kids, teens, parents),
generational theory and consumer psychology. Her research passion is applying family psychology
to the real world.
Rochelle is from New York but currently resides in Johns Creek, GA with her husband, 3 boys
and 2 beagles.

We make it easier for parents to create more tiny wins.
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